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A generalized mean curvature flow is considered in a cylindrical domain under
the right angle boundary condition. Its large time behavior is studied by analyzing
the level set equation of the flow when the initial hypersurface is not necessarily
graph-like. For a convex domain it is shown that the solution of the level set
equation converges to a function whose level sets are perpendicular to the lateral
boundary of the domain as time tends to infinity (when the initial data is constant
outside some bounded set). For this purpose a version of the strong maximum prin-
ciple is established for the level set minimal surface equation although the equation
is degenerate.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We are concerned with the large time behavior of solutions of the level
set equation of the mean curvature flow equation with the (homogeneous)
Neumann boundary condition in a cylindrical domain 0 of form
0=[x=(x$, xn) # Rn; x$ # 0$, xn # R],
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where 0$ is a smoothly bounded domain in Rn&1 with n2. We consider
ut&|{u| div({u|{u| )=0 in (0, )_0, (1.1a)
u&=0 on (0, )_0, (1.1b)
where & denotes the outward unit normal of the boundary 0. The system
(1.1a)(1.1b) is the level set equation of the mean curvature flow equation
with the Neumann boundary condition since each level set of (1.1a)(1.1b)
moves by its mean curvature in 0 and it perpendicularly intersects 0 at
least formally. Even for such a surface evolution problem with boundary
condition it is known that a level set method developed in [CGG, ES] is
applicable [GS1, GS2, S1, S2] (see also [G1, G2]). Let us recall typical
fundamental results. Consider (1.1a)(1.1b) with the initial condition
u(0, x)=a(x). (1.1c)
If a is continuous in 0 , i.e., a # C(0 ) and equals a constant for large |xn | ,
then there exists a unique global-in-time solution u # C([0, )_0 ) of
(1.1a)(1.1b) with (1.1c) with the property that u is constant for large |xn | .
Moreover, c-level set (at time t)
1t=[x # 0 ; u(t, x)=c] (1.2a)
is determined by the set
10=[x # 0 ; a(x)=c] (1.2b)
and independent of the choice of a and c. The family [1t]t0 satisfying
(1.2a)(1.2b) is often called a generalized interface evolution by mean
curvature with right angle boundary condition starting from 10 . Since for
a given compact set 10 in 0 it is easy to find a (and c) satisfying (1.2b) and
the requirement of global solvability of (1.1a)(1.1c), there always exists a
unique generalized interface evolution 1t (given by (1.2a)).
We are interested in the behavior of 1t as time tends to infinity. If 10 is
the graph of a function on 0$, then there is a global-in-time graph-like
smooth solution 1t of the mean curvature flow equation with right angle
boundary condition starting from 10 . Moreover, the solution 1t converges
to a hyperplane perpendicular to 0 in C topology. These results are due
to Huisken [H]. (Since it is not difficult to see that the smooth graph-like
solution is a generalized interface evolution, we have used the symbol 1t
to describe the solution obtained in [H].) It is interesting to study the
large time behavior of generalized interface evolution with a given initial
(compact) hypersurface 10 not necessarily a graph-like surface. It is too
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naive to guess that the limit of 1t as t   is always a single hyperplane.
Consider an initial hypersurface 10 given by r=r(xn) where r is a distance
from the xn-axis and 0$ is a ball in Rn&1 centered at the origin. If r=r(xn)
is an even convex function, we expect that 1t pinches in a finite time if r(0)
is very small so that 10 has a thin neck near the origin of Rn provided that
n3. Then it is natural to guess that 1t becomes two pieces and each piece
converges to a different hyperplane. This suggests that the limit of 1t may
consist of several hyperplanes perpendicular to 0. As already pointed out
in [ES] 1t may have an interior even if 10 has no interior; see also [G1],
[G2] for the boundary value problems and references therein. This
suggests that the limit of 1t may have an interior. So the best we conjecture
for general initial 10 is that the limit of 1t as t   is a closed set in 0 and
that the boundary of 1 consists of hyperplanes parallel to 0$.
In this paper we prove a weaker version supporting the above conjec-
ture. We list our main results.
Theorem 1.1 (Convergence). Assume that 0$ is a smoothly bounded
convex domain in Rn&1. Assume that a # C(0 ) fulfills
a(x$, xn)=c1
a(x$, xn)=c2
for xnm, x$ # 0 $,
for xn&m, x$ # 0 $
(1.3)
with some constants m>0, c1 , c2 # R. Then the unique viscosity solution
u # C([0, )_0 ) of (1.1a)(1.1c) satisfying (1.3) with the same m, c1 , c2 at
each time converges uniformly on 0 to a function v # C(0 ) as t   that
satisfies the level set minimal surface equation with the Neumann condition
&|{v| div({v|{v| )=0 in 0, (1.4a)
v&=0 on 0 (1.4b)
in the viscosity sense. (If a is Lipschitz continuous, so is v.) Moreover,
v fulfills (1.3).
Remark. The assertion is still valid for arbitrary smoothly bounded
convex domain 0 not necessarily a cylinder in Rn except the statement
related to (1.3).
Theorem 1.2 (Strong Maximum Principle). Let 0$ be a smoothly
bounded domain in Rn&1. Assume that v # C(0 ) is a viscosity solution of
(1.4a)(1.4b). If v(x$, xn) is a constant for sufficiently large xn (or &xn),
then v is independent of x$ as a function in 0 .
Combining Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 we have:
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Theorem 1.3. Under the same hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 the solution
u(t, x) converges to a function v=v(xn) (satisfying (1.3)) uniformly in 0 as
t  . In particular for each c # R
lim
t  
sup[dist(x, 1); x # 1t]=0 (1.5)
with
1=[(x$, xn) # Rn; v(xn)=c, x$ # 0$],
1t=[(x$, xn) # Rn; u(t, x$, xn)=c],
where dist(x, A)=inf[ |x& y|; y # A].
We conjecture that
lim
t  
sup[dist( y, 1t); y # 1]=0. (1.6)
In the last remark of this paper we prove (1.6) when 1 consists of a
finite collection of parallel hyperplanes (perpendicular to the xn -axis). If
(1.6) is proved, combining (1.5) and (1.6) implies that 1t converges to 1
in the topology of the Hausdorff distance as t  .
To show our convergence theorem we consider an approximate equation
ut&(=2+|{u|2)12 div({u(=2+|{u| 2)12)=0, (1.7a)
u&=0 (1.7b)
with =>0 for smoother initial data a, say a # C2 (0 ). (We may assume that
0 is bounded for our purpose.) Key ingredients to show the convergence
are an a priori gradient bound for solution u= of (1.7a)(1.7b) of the form
sup
x, t
|{u=|(t, x)C (1.8)
with C independent of = and the existence of a Lyapunov function which,
together with (1.8), yields
|
0
|

0
|u =t(t, x)|
2 dx dtC$ (1.9)
with C$ independent of =. To get (1.8) we are forced to assume that 0 is
convex. In [H] an a priori gradient bound for (1.7a)(1.7b) with ==1 was
established for general (bounded) domain 0. By rescaling the dependent
variable his estimate provides a gradient estimate but it depends on = if we
write in the form of (1.8). As remarked in section 2, it turns out that (1.8)
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may not hold for a general bounded nonconvex domain 0 with smooth
boundary. Once we get convergence for C2 initial data a, the extension to
general a is obtained by the comparison principle. A similar convergence
result is known for the Dirichlet problem of (1.1a) when 0 is a bounded,
mean-convex domain [StZ, IStZ]. Our general strategy is similar to theirs.
Our strong maximum principle (Theorem 1.2) asserts that any level set
of the limit function of u(t, } ) as t   is perpendicular to the xn -axis. The
assumption that v(x$, xn) equals a constant for large xn cannot be removed
since v(x)=x1 is always a viscosity solution of the boundary value problem
with 0$=(0, 1) by definition [S1]. The proof of Theorem 1.2 based on
propagation of maximum point in the tangential direction of level sets and
the normal direction to the boundary 0. Such propagation of maximum
for degenerate nonlinear elliptic equations like (1.4a)(1.4b) seems to be
new and its proof is a natural generalization of that of the classical strong
maximum principle explained for example in [PW, GT]. For uniformly
elliptic equations maximum point propagates to all directions and this
property called the strong maximum principle has been extended to
viscosity solutions; see [KK] and references cited there. There are several
strong maximum principles for minimal surfaces with singularities [I,
SoW] but their results are for rectifiable currents and may not be com-
parable to ours. They do not treat the boundary version.
There are several analysis on the large time behavior of mean curvature
flow in a cylinder with a prescribed contact angle as in [H, AW1, 2, Gu]
but all results are for graph-like surface. It would be interesting to extend
these results for the general non graph-like surface.
2. CONVERGENCE
We consider the initial value problem for the approximate equation
(1.7a)(1.7b) (with =>0) in a smoothly bounded domain in Rn:
ut&(=2+|{u| 2)12 div({u(=2+|{u|2)12)=0 in (0, )_D, (2.1a)
u& =0 on (0, )_D, (2.1b)
u(0, x)=a(x) on D . (2.1c)
If we set w=u=, then w solves
wt&(1+|{w|2)12 div({w(1+|{w| 2)12)=0 in (0, )_D, (2.2a)
w& =0 on (0, )_D, (2.2b)
w(0, x)=a(x)= on D . (2.2c)
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The equations (2.2a)(2.2b) describe motion of the graph of w moved by
the mean curvature in a cylindrical domain D$_R with right contact angle
on (D$_R). The existence of unique global smooth solution as well as its
large time behavior is established in [H] at least for a # C (D ). Thus
(2.1a)(2.1c) admits a unique global smooth solution for each =>0.
We shall derive several estimates for u= independent of =. For vectors and
tensors f we set & f &2 = supD ( | f j (x)|2), where the sum is over all
components f j of f. By 2a and {{a we mean the Laplacian and the Hessian
of a, respectively.
Proposition 2.1 (Gradient and Time Derivative Bound). Let u= be a
smooth solution of (2.1a)(2.1c) with a # C2 (D ). Then
sup
t>0
&u=t & (t)&2a&+&{{a& .
If moreover D is convex, then
sup
t>0
&{u=& (t)&{a& .
Proof. Although the proof is well-known (e.g., [Sp]), we give it for
completeness. Differentiate in time in (2.1a) and set v=u =t . Then v solves a
linear parabolic differential equation with v&=0 on D. Since u= is C 2
up to t=0 (except on [0]_D), then
v(0, x)=(=2+|{a| 2)12 div({a(=2+|{a|2)12)
=2a& :
1i, jn
a ijai aj (=2+|{a|2),
where aj=axj , aij=2axi xj . By the maximum principle
&v& (t)&v& (0)&2a&+&{{a& .
By a standard argument we see that W=|{u|2 (=nj=1 u
2
j ) is a sub-
solution of a linear homogeneous parabolic differential equation with no
zero-th order term. Since u&=0, we observe that
W&=(&, {| {u |2)
=2 :
1 j, kn {\

x j
(&k uk)+ uj&&kxj uku j=
=&2 :
1 j, kn
&k
xj
ukuj .
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Note that nj=1 uj xj is tangential differentiation, since u&=0, so
the terms involving &kx j are well defined if we take the sum over j. Since
D is convex and &=(&1 , ..., &n) is an outward unit normal, the last term is
nonpositive; see [Sp, Theorem 9.7]. Thus the maximum principle yields
&W& (t)&W& (0)=&{a&2. K
Proposition 2.2 (Integral Bound). Let u= be a smooth solution of
(2.1a)(2.1c) with a # C2 (D ). Then
|
T
0
|
D
(u=t(t, x))
2
(=2+|{u= (t, x)| 2)12
dx dt|
D
(=2+|{a|2)12 dx .
Proof. The proof is rather standard. We give it for completeness. We
shall show that
J (t)=|
D
(=2+|{u= (t, x)|2)12 dx
plays a role of Lyapunov function in our system as in [StZ]. Integrating
by parts with (2.1b) yields
d
dt
J (t)=|
D
({u=, {u =t)
(=2+|{u=|2)12
dx
=&|
D
div \ {u
=
(=2+|{u=|2)12+ u=t dx .
It now follows from (2.1a) that
d
dt
J (t)+|
D
(u=t)
2
(=2+|{u=|2)12
dx=0.
Integrate over (0, T ) to get
|
T
0
|
D
(u=t)
2
(=2+|{u=| 2)12
dx dt=J (0)&J (T )J (0). K
We apply Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 to get several properties of solutions
of (1.1a)(1.1c).
Proposition 2.3. Let D be a smoothly bounded convex domain in Rn. Let
u= be a smooth solution of (2.1a)(2.1c) with a # C 2 (D ).
(i) u= converges to a unique viscosity solution u # C([0, )_D ) of
(1.1a)(1.1c) with 0=D locally uniformly on [0, )_D as =  0.
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(ii) Let 0$ be a smoothly bounded convex domain in Rn&1. Assume
that
D & [ |xn |<m+1]=0$_(&m&1, m+1)
and that a # C2 (0 ) satisfies (1.3) with 0=0$_R. Then the limit u of u=
fulfills (1.3) with the same m, c1 , c2 at each time (so that u is extended to a
unique viscosity solution u # C([0, )_0 ) as a constant function outside D ).
(iii) u fulfills
|

0
|
D
(ut (t, x))2 dx dt&{a&2 |
D
dx. (2.3)
Proof. (i) By Proposition 2.1 and AscoliArzela’s theorem u= converges
to a function u locally uniformly in (0, )_D as =  0 by taking a sub-
sequence. By the stability of viscosity solutions (e.g., [CGG]) u is a
viscosity solution of
ut&|{u| div({u|{u| )=0 in (0, )_D, (2.4a)
u&=0 on (0, )_D (2.4b)
with u(0, x)=a(x) on D . By the comparison theorem [GS1, GS2], the
solution u is unique so that u= converges to u without taking a subsequence.
(ii) Since a satisfies (1.3) there are continuous functions a+ and a&
depending only on xn that satisfies a&aa+ in D and a&=a=a+ for
|xn |m. Since a& and a+ are stationary solution of (2.4a)(2.4b), we see
that a&u(t, } )a+ for all t0 by the comparison theorem [GS1, GS2].
This implies our u # C([0, )_D ) satisfies the property (1.3) at each time.
We extend u outside D as a constant function so that u # C([0, )_0 ).
Then u has all desired property of (ii).
(iii) Since &{u=&(t)&{a& by Proposition 2.1, Proposition 2.2
yields
|
T
0
|
D
(u=t(t, x))
2 dx dt(&{a&2+=
2)12 |
D
(=2+|{a|2)12 dx .
This implies that u=t converges the distributional derivative ut weakly in
L2 ((0, T )_D) as =  0 and that
|
T
0
|
D
u2t dx dt&{a&
2
 |
D
dx
by lower semicontinuity. Thus (2.3) follows. K
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. This proof as well as that of the Remark is essen-
tially the same as in [IStZ] once (2.3) is established. We give the proof for
completeness. We take a smoothly bounded convex domain D as in
Proposition 2.3 (ii) and assume that a # C2 (D ). Then there is a unique
smooth solution u= of (2.1a)(2.1c) [H]. As in Proposition 2.3 a unique
solution u of (1.1a)(1.1c) is given by the limit of u= as =  0. We consider
the sequence of function [uk] defined on D 1 with
uk (t, x)=u(k+t, x), k=1, 2, } } } ,
where D1=(0, 1)_D. By Proposition 2.1 and AscoliArzela’s theorem
there is a subsequence [ukj]

j=1 which converges to a function v # C(D 1)
uniformly as j  . By the stability v is still a viscosity solution of
ut&|{u| div({u|{u| )=0 in D1 , (2.5a)
u&=0 on (0, 1)_D. (2.5b)
It remains to argue that v is independent of t and u(t, } ) converges to v
uniformly along the full sequence of times. The uniform convergence in
particular implies that (ukj)t converges to the distributional derivative vt in
distribution sense. By Proposition 2.3 (iii) we see
lim
j   |
1
0
|
D
((ukj)t)
2 dx dt=0.
Thus (ukj)t  0 weakly in L
2 (D1) so that vt=0 in the distribution sense,
i.e.,
|
D
|
1
0
v
.
t
dx dt=0
for all . of the form .=!,  # C 0 (D), ! # C

0 (0, 1). Since . is arbitrary,
this implies
|
1
0
v(t, x)
!
t
(t) dt=0
for each x # D and ! # C 0 (0, 1). Thus the distributional time derivative
of v( } , x) equals zero, so that v(t, x) is constant in t for each x. Since v is
continuous, v is independent of t. Thus, v is a solution of (1.4a)(1.4b).
Since ukj converges uniformly to v, for each =>0 there is sufficiently large
j that satisfies
|ukj (t, x)&v(x)|<=
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for all (t, x) # D 1 . Setting t=0 implies
v(x)&=<ukj (0, x)<v(x)+=
for all x # D . Since v\= is a time-independent viscosity solution of
(2.5a)(2.5b), by the comparison
v(x)&=ukj (t, x)=u(t+k j , x)v(x)+=
for t # [0, ), x # D . Thus shows the uniform convergence of u(t, x) to v(x)
as t   in D .
We shall prove the convergence for general a # C (0 ). Since (1.1a)(1.1b)
is invariant under addition of constants, the comparison implies the
contraction
&u1&u2& (t)&a1&a2& (2.6)
for all t0 (see, e.g., [ESS, 2.14]), where ui is the solution of (1.1a)(1.1b)
with initial data ai # C(0 ) (satisfying (1.3)). If a is only continuous on
0 (satisfying (1.3)), we approximate a by a\= # C
2 (D ) (satisfying (1.3))
such that a&= <a<a
+
= and &a
\
= &a&=. Let u
\
= be the solution of
(1.1a)(1.1b) with initial data a\= and let u be the solution of (1.1a)(1.1c).
By the comparison u&= uu
+
= . Since u
\
= converges to a function
v\= # C(0 ) uniformly in 0 ,
(lim sup
t  
* u)(x)= lim
t  
sup[u({, y); {t, |x& y|1t]v=+ (x),
(lim sup
t  
*(&u))(x)&v=& (x).
By the contraction (2.6) we see &v=& &v=+&&a=& &a=+&2=. Since
= is arbitrary this now implies
lim sup
t  
* u+lim sup
t  
*(&u)=0,
which yields the uniform convergence of u as t  . The bound
&{u& (t)&{a& follows from Proposition 2.1. K
Remark (Gradient Estimate). It is not difficult to see that the solution
u of (2.4a)(2.4b) fulfills
sup
0tT
&{u& (t)=CT< for T< (2.7)
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provided that the initial data a is Lipschitz. However, there is a non-convex
(but mean-convex for n3) domain D (with smooth boundary) and a
smooth initial data such that
lim
T  
CT=. (2.8)
In particular the uniform gradient estimate (1.8) may not hold in
general. Here is an example of a domain. For $>0 let D$ be an axisym-
metric domain of form
D$=[(x$, xn) # Rn; x2n+|x$|
2<1 or |x$|<$ for |xn |<2].
Mollifying the nonsmooth part and taking $>0 small we obtain a
non-convex domain (but mean-convex for n3) of the form
D=[(x$, xn) # Rn; |x$|<r(xn), |xn |<2]
with the property that
(i) r(xn)=r(&xn),
(ii) r$(xn)=0 for xn # [:, ;]/(0, 2),
(iii) r$(xn)<0 for xn  [:, ;], 0<xn<2,
where (:, ;) is a neighborhood of xn=1. We take initial data a(x)=
max(xn , 0). The level set xn=0 is an unstable stationary solution of the
mean curvature flow equation with right angle boundary condition while
xn=: is a stationary solution attracting surfaces located in its left
neighborhood. The level set xn=q with 0<q<: is not stationary since it
does not fulfill the boundary condition. As time develops all q-level sets are
attracted to xn=:. This yields
lim
t  
u(t, x)={0:
xn<:,
xn=: ,
for the solution u of (2.4a)(2.4b). This evidently implies (2.8). The point of
this example of a is that a has an attracting stationary solution as a level set.
The proof of (2.7) is standard. We give a formal proof for the reader’s
convenience. We take a non-negative . # C2 (D ) satisfying .&1 on D.
We set w=|{u|2e&M. with M=2 &.&C2(D ) , where u solves (2.4a)(2.4b).
By the choice of M we see w&0 on D. In D w is a subsolution of a
linear homogeneous parabolic equation with bounded coefficients, so the
maximum principle yields
w(t, x)eCT sup
x
|w(0, x)|, (t, x) # (0, T )_D
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with some C depending only on . through M. This yields a bound for CT .
To justify this calculation we should carry out the same procedure for solu-
tion u= of the approximate system (2.1a)(2.1b). Recently, a time global
gradient bound is provided for a slightly different equation in [ESS].
A typical example contained in [ESS] is
ut&|{u| (div({u|{u| )&+&u)=0,
u&=0,
where + is a constant. They proved limT   CT< for their solution for
arbitrary domain. The term &u plays an important role since if this term
is missing we may have limT   CT= even for +=0.
3. STRONG MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE FOR THE LEVEL SET
MINIMAL SURFACE EQUATION
We prepare two lemmas on propagation of maximum points for the level
set minimal surface equations to prove Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 3.1 (Propagation of Maximum, Interior Version). Let D$ be a
domain in Rn&1 and let D=D$_(:, ;) with :, ; # R. Let w be an upper
semicontinuous viscosity subsolution of
&|{w| div({w|{w| )=0 in D.
Assume that w attains its maximum K in D.
Let M # R be of form
M=sup[xn # (:, ;); w(x$, xn)=K for some x$ # D$].
If M<; and w( } , M) attains its maximum K at some (interior) point
!$ # D$, then w(x$, M)=K for all x$ # D$.
Lemma 3.2 (Boundary Version). Let D and D$ be as in Lemma 3.1.
Assume that D$ is C 2. Let w be an upper semicontinuous viscosity subsolu-
tion of
&|{w| div({w|{w| )=0 in D,
w&=0 on D$_(:, ;)
Assume that w attains its maximum K in D. Let M # R be of form
M=sup[xn # (:, ;); w(x$, xn)=K for some x$ # D $].
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If M<; and w( } , M) attains its maximum K at some point !$ # D$, then
w(x$, M)=K for all x$ # D $.
Proof of Theorem 1.2 Admitting Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. We may assume
that v=v(x$, xn) is a constant c1 for sufficiently large xn , say xnm. We
set
A+* =[x # 0 ; v(x)*], A
&
* =[x # 0 ; v(x)*].
To show that v is independent of x$, it suffices to prove that A+* and A
&
*
are perpendicular to the xn -axis for all *>c1 and *<c1 , respectively. Here
a set A in 0 is called perpendicular to the xn-axis if (x$, xn) # A for some
x$ # 0 $ implies (z, xn) # A for all z # 0 $.
We shall only give a proof that A+* is perpendicular to the xn -axis for
all *>c1 since the proof for A&* is symmetric by taking &v instead of v.
We may assume that *=0, c1<0 by replacing v by v&*. We may assume
that v0 on 0 by replacing v by min (v, 0) since (1.1a)(1.1b) is geometric
so that min (v, 0) is still a viscosity solution of (1.1a)(1.1b) [CGG, S1].
By this reduction it suffices to prove that
A+0 =[x # 0 ; v(x)=0]
is perpendicular to the xn -axis, when v0 on 0 and v=c1<0 for xnm.
We may assume that A+0 is nonempty.
Let 7 be the projection of A+0 on the xn -axis, i.e.,
7=[xn # R; (x$, xn) # A+0 ].
Since 0 $ is compact and A+0 is closed by continuity of v, it is easy to see
that 7 is a closed set in R. Since v=c1<0 for xnm, 7 is bounded from
above. Since 7 is closed, there exist at most countably many disjoint open
intervals [Ij] rj=1 , 1r with the property
R"7= .
r
j=1
Ij , I1 #[m, ).
We shall prove for each j that
(i) if x^n # I j , then v(x$, x^n)=0 for all x$ # 0 $, i.e., (x$, x^n) # A+0 for
all x$ # 0 $;
(ii) if x^n # int 7, i.e., x^n is an interior point of 7, then (x$, x^n) # A+0
for all x$ # 0 $.
Clearly, (i) and (ii) imply that A+0 is perpendicular to the xn -axis.
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Proof of (i). If x^n is the left end point of Ij , we take :<; so that :<
inf Ij=x^n<;<sup I j and set
M=sup[xn # (:, ;); v(x$, xn)=0 for some x$ # 0 $].
By the choice of : and ; it is clear that :<M=x^n<;. We now apply
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 by taking D$=0$ to get
v(x$, x^n)=0 for all x$ # 0 $.
If x^n is the right end point of Ij , we consider w(x$, xn)=v(x$, &xn) and
reduce the argument to the case of left end points. Note that so far we have
only used the fact that v is a subsolution of (1.1a)(1.1b).
Proof of (ii). We argue by contradiction. Suppose that there was a
point (x^$, x^n) # 0 with x^n # int 7 and v(x^$, x^n)=&*0<0. Let A be the
maximal closed interval that satisfies A/7 and x^n # A. Since x^n is an inte-
rior point of 7, A is not a singleton. Since 7 is bounded from above,
q=sup A is finite. Since q  int 7 by maximality, we see that q belongs to
the closure of rj=1 Ij . (Indeed, for any =-open neighborhood U= of q,
there is I j intersecting U= . Since U= is connected and q  I j , U= intersects
Ij .) By (i) and the continuity of v we conclude that
v(x$, q)=0 for all x$ # 0 $.
Since v is continuous and v(x^$, x^n)=&*0 with x^n # A, this vanishing
property of v on xn=q implies that sup S<q for
S=[xn # A/7; v(x$, xn)&*0 for some x$ # 0 $].
Since (1.1a)(1.1b) is geometric, v~ =max(v, &*0)+*0 still solves (1.1a)(1.1b)
by invariance [CGG, S1]. We now invoke the assumption that v is a
supersolution of (1.1a)(1.1b) so that w=&v~ a (nonpositive) subsolution
of (1.1a)(1.1b). Since M=sup S with
M :=sup [xn # A; w(x$, xn)=0 for some x$ # 0 $]
and M<q, we apply Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 to w with D$=0$, :<M<;=q
to observe that
w(x$, M)=0 for all x$ # 0 $.
In other words, v(x$, M)&*0 for all x$ # 0 $. This contradicts M # 7.
The proof is now complete.
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Remarks. (i) If we examine the proof, it is not difficult to see that we
may relax the continuity assumption to the semicontinuity assumption in
Theorem 1.2. For example instead of continuity we only need to assume
the upper semicontinuity on 0 with the property that v=(v
*
)* to conclude
that v depends only on xn . Here v* and v* denotes the upper and lower
semicontinuous envelope of v, respectively (see, e.g., [CGG, S1] for a
definition).
(ii) The assumption that v is constant for large xn is essentially
invoked to prove that v(x$, x^n) is a constant as a function of x$ for x^n # int 7.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. We may assume that K=0 since w plus a constant
is still a subsolution when w is a subsolution. We may also assume that
M=0 by a translation.
We argue by contradiction. Suppose that there would exist ‘$ # D$ such
that w(‘$, 0)<0=K. The basic strategy for the proof is to find a domain
E in D and a test function . # C2 (E) that satisfies
max
E
(w&.)=(w&.)(x^$, x^n) , (3.1)
&|{.| div({.|{.| )>0 at (x^$, x^n) (3.2)
for some x^=(x^$, x^n) # E. This evidently contradicts the assumption that w
is a subsolution in D. Our construction of . and E reflects the proof of the
classical strong maximum principle in [PW, GT].
1. Choice of a test function. Let w0 be a function on D$ of the form
w0 (x$)=w(x$, 0).
Since w0 is upper semicontinuous, there is an open ball B0 with B 0 /D$
that satisfies
w0<0 in B0 and
w0 ( y$)=0 for some y$ # B0 .
This is standard; see, e.g., [PW]. (Indeed, we take a curve # starting
from ‘$ to !$ and denote by ’$ the first point attaining w0=0 on # starting
from ‘$. Then there exists a point ‘$1 on the arc ‘$’$ such that
‘$1 # B(’$, d2)/D$,
where
d=dist(#, D$)
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and B(’$, _) denotes the open ball in Rn&1 of radius _ centered at ’$. We
set
r0=sup[r; w0 (x$)<0 for all x$ # B(‘$1, r)/D$]
so that
r0<|‘$1&’|<d2.
If we set B0=B(‘$1, r0), then B0 satisfies all desired properties.)
Let B1 be a little bit smaller open ball in B0 such that B0 & B1=[ y$].
Let a be the center of B1 and r1 (<r0) be the radius of B1 . We take
.(x$, xn)=&=1 z(x$)&=2 xn ,
z(x$)=e&# |x$&a|2&e&#r
2
1
with positive parameters =1 , =2 and # to be determined later. By definition
one observes that
0<z(x$)<1 in B1=B(a, r1),
z(x$)=0 on B1 , (3.3)
&1<z(x$)<0 outside B1 .
2. Choice of #. For each +==2 =1 there is #0=#0 (+) such that for
##0 it holds
&|{.| div({.|{.| )>0 at all (x$, xn) (3.4)
with
r1
2
|x$&a|
3r1
2
, xn # R.
Since
&|{.| div({.|{.| )==1 ( |{$z(x$)| 2++2)12 H(z)
with H(z)=div$[{$z(x$)(+2+|{$z(x$)|2)12], it suffices to prove that
H(z)(x$)>0 for x$ with r12|x$&a|3r1 when # is sufficiently large. Here
{$ denotes the gradient in x$ and div$ denotes the divergence in x$.
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Since z(x$) is radial, i.e.,
z(x$)= g( |x$&a| ) with g(\)=e&#\2&e&#r
2
1 ,
H(z)=\ g$((g$)2++2)12+
$
+
n&2
\
g$
((g$)2++2)12 }\=|x$&a| .
Since g$(\)=&2 #\e&#\2, g"(\)=&2#e&#\2+4#2\2e&#\2, we obtain
H(z)=
[4+2#2\2&2(n&1)+2#&8(n&2)#3\2e&2#\2] e&#\2
(4#2\2e&2#\2++2)((g$)2++2)12
with \=|x$&a|. The quantity in [ ] is uniformly positive for \, r1
2\3r1 provided that # is sufficiently large say #>#0 (+).
3. Choice of the domain E, =1 , =2 . Let y$ be the point as in Step 1.
By definition
w0<0 in B 1 "[ y$] and w0 ( y$)=0.
We set B2=B( y$, r1 2). Since r1<r0<d2, B2 is contained in D$. We
take $>0 so small that
(B(a, r1+$)) & B2 /B0 .
We then divide the boundary of B2 into two pieces:
C$2=B2 & B(a, r1+$), C2"=B2"B(a, r1+$);
clearly B2 is a disjoint union of C$2 and C2". Since w0<0 on a compact set
C$2, there exists a constant l>0 that satisfies w0&l on C$2 by upper
semicontinuity of w0 . Since w is upper semicontinuous,
w&l2 on C$2_[:$, ;$], [:$, ;$]/(:, ;)
for :$<0<;$ sufficiently close to zero. We first fix :$<0 since |z(x$)| on
B 2 is bounded by 1 by (3.3), we take +>(&:$)&1 so that
sup[z(x$); x$ # B2](&:$)&1<+ (3.5)
for all #>0. We fix # with #>#0 (+) so that (3.4) holds. We then take ;$
smaller so that
&sup[z(x$); x$ # C2"];$>+. (3.6)
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We set
_1=sup[w(x$, xn); x$ # C$2, :$<xn<;$],
_2=sup[w(x$, ;$); x$ # B2 ].
By the definition of C$2 and M=0 we see that _1&l2, _2<0. Choose
=1 , =2 sufficiently small so that
max[_1 , _2]+=1+=2 ;$<0 (3.7)
keeping +==2 =1 . We take E=B2_(:$, ;$) and fix :$, +, #, ;$, =1 , =2 satis-
fying (3.5)(3.7) with #>#0 (+).
4. Completion of the proof. To show (3.1) it suffices to prove
max
E
(w&.)<0 (3.8)
since (w&.)( y$, 0)=0 and ( y$, 0) # E. We divide E into four pieces
(a) x$ # C$2 and :$<xn<;$,
(b) x$ # C2" and :$<xn<;$,
(c) x$ # B 2 and xn=:$,
(d) x$ # B 2 and xn=;$.
On part (a) because of a bound w&l2 we conclude w&. is negative
if =1 , =2 is taken by (3.7); note that |z| is bounded independent of # by (3.3).
On part (b) by (3.3)
sup[z(x$); x$ # C2"]<0.
The negativity of w&. follows from (3.6). On part (c) the negativity of
w&. follows from (3.5). On part (d) since _2<0, (3.7) implies the
negativity of w&.. Thus we have proved (3.8), since (3.4) holds on B2_R,
we get the desired . and E satisfying (3.1) and (3.2). K
Proof of Lemma 3.2. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we may assume that
K=0 and M=0.
We argue by contradiction. Suppose that there would exist ‘$ # D$ such
that w(‘$, 0)<0=K. The basic strategy is to find a domain E in D and a
test function . # C2 (E _ 4) with 4 =D & E that satisfies
max
E _ 4
(w&.)=(w&.)(x^$, x^n) , (3.9)
&|{.| div({.|{.| )>0 at (x^$, x^n) , (3.10)
.&>0 at (x^$, x^n) if (x^$, x^n) # 4 (3.11)
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for some x^=(x^$, x^n) # E _ 4, where 4 is an open set in D$. This evidently
contradicts the assumption that w is a subsolution in E _ 4.
1. Choice of a test function. As before let w0 be a function on D$ of
the form w0 (x$)=w(x$, 0). By Lemma 3.1 we may assume w0<0 in D$.
Since D$ is C2 (so that D$ satisfies the interior sphere condition), there is
an open ball B1=B(a, r1) in D$ such that
B 1 & D $=[!$], w0<0 in B 1"[!$] and w0 (!$)=0.
We take . and #0=#0 (+) as in Steps 1 and 2 of the proof of Lemma 3.1.
2. Choice of the domain E, =1 , =2 . We set B2=B(!$, r1 2) and take
$>0 so small that
(B(a, r1+$)) & B2 /D$.
We then set
G=B2 & B3 & D$ with B3=B(a, r1+$)
and divide the boundary G into three pieces:
C$2=B2 & B 3 , C2"=B3 & B2 & D$, Z=D$ & B3 .
By definition w0<0 on C$2 and z<0 on C 2". We take :$, +, #, ;$ as before
and choose =1 and =2 small so that (3.7) holds with _2 replaced by
_2=sup[w(x$, ;$); x$ # G ].
We then set
E=G_(:$, ;$)
and observe that
E & D=4 with 4=Z_(:$, ;$).
3. Completion of the proof. By the construction of E it is not dif-
ficult to see that
max
E"4
(w&.)<0
(cf. Step 4 of the proof of Lemma 3.1). Since w(!$, 0)&.(!$, 0)=0, the
maximum of w&. in E _ 4 is attained there. Since (x$, xn) # E implies
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r1 2|x$&a|3r1 2, the inequality (3.10) holds everywhere in E _ 4.
Since
.&=2=1 # e&# |x$&a|
2
|x$&a|>0,
the inequality (3.11) holds everwhere on 4. We thus obtain (3.9)(3.11). K
Remark. From the proof, the assertion of Lemma 3.2 can be localized.
We shall state a version without a detailed proof.
Lemma 3.2$. Let D be a domain in Rn. Let w be an upper semicontinuous
viscosity subsolution of
&|{w| div({w|{w| )=0 in D,
w&=0 on Z0
where Z0 is an open neighborhood in D of a point !=(!$, !n) # D and is
assumed to be C2. Assume that w attains its maximum K in D _ Z0 and that
&(!) is orthogonal to the xn -axis. Assume that
!n=sup[xn ; w(x$, xn)=K for some x$ with (x$, xn) # D _ Z0]
and that w(!$, !n)=K. Then w(x$, !n)=K for all x$ with (x$, !n) # D _ Z0 .
Remark. Our Theorem 1.2 as well as Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 applies more
general equation than (1.4a). We may replace (1.4a) by
F ({u, {{u)=0 (3.12)
with F satisfying the following statements.
(i) F: (Rn"[0])_Sn  R is continuous and geometric in the sense
of [CGG].
(ii) F( p, O)=0 for all p # Rn"[0].
(iii) For each *0>0 there exists N0>0 such that if *max (Qp (X ))*0
and *min(Qp (X))&N0 (resp. *min&*0 , *maxN0) then F( p, Qp (X))>0
(resp. <0) for all X # Sn and p # Rn"[0], where Qp (X ) = (I& p p )
X(I& p p ) with p = p| p|.
Here Sn denotes the space of all real symmetric matrices and *min (Y)
and *max (Y) are the smallest and the largest eigenvalues of Y # Sn, respec-
tively. Even if (1.4a) is replaced by (3.12) the proof of Lemma 3.1 is the
same except Step 2 where we have to replace (3.4) by
F ({., {{.)>0 at all (x$, xn) (3.4$)
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satisfying r12|x$&a|3r1 , xn # R. To prove (3.4$) for large ##0 (+)
property (iii) is invoked. Although a direct but not short calculation shows
(3.4$), we do not present it here. A similar remark applies for Lemma 3.2.
(Geometricity is not invoked for Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.) To extend Theorem
1.2 for (3.12) we notice that properties (i)(iii) are invariant under transla-
tion in space independent variables and order-preserving change of the
dependent variable of (3.12); (i)(iii) are invariant under multiplication
with &1 to the dependent variable by taking F ( p, X)=F(&p, &X).
This extended theory applies level set equations of anisotropic mean
curvature flow equations (see, e.g., [G2]) provided that the Frank diagram
of interfacial energy is strictly convex in the sense that all of its (inward)
principal curvatures are positive. We shall discuss this application elsewhere.
Remark. There are fundamental results [B] for propagation of maxi-
mum points for degenerate linear elliptic operators represented by a sum of
square of vector fields. Also, for a linear degenerate elliptic operator with one
fixed degenerate direction, the strong maximum principle has been estab-
lished in [A]. However, these results do not apply to our situation, since the
vector field {u representing the degenerate direction is not smooth and u is
not differentiable.
Remark on convergence of 1t to 1 . We shall show that the convergence
(1.6) holds when 1 is a finite collection of parallel hyperplanes per-
pendicular to the xn-axis in the situation of Theorem 1.3.
Assume that (1.6) were false. Then there would exist a point x^ on 1 & 0
and neighborhood B(x^, r) such that
1tj & B(x^, r)=<
for some sequence tj  . By Theorem 1.3 and the assumption on 1 the
set 1 is of form
1= .
m
l=1
Hl , Hl=[(x$, xn) # Rn; xn=_l , x$ # 0 $]
with some m different constants _l (l=1, ..., m). We may assume that
x^ # H1 & 0 and that B(x^, 2r) does not intersect Hl for l>1 by taking r
smaller.
By the convergence (1.5) for each $>0
1t / .
m
l=1
Hl ($)
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for sufficiently large t, say tT($) with
Hl ($)=[(x$, xn) # Rn; |xn&_l |<$, x$ # 0 $]
which is the $-neighborhood of Hl . We take $ smaller than r and observe
that
1tj & H1 ($)=<, 1tj & H1 ($)/H1 ($)"B(x^, r)
for tjT($). Let u be as in Theorem 1.3. Since u is continuous and 1tj is
c-level set of u(tj , } ), for each j there is =j>0 such that
Wtj & H1 ($)=<, Wtj & H1 ($)/H1($)"B(x^, r)
with
Wtj=[(x$, xn) # R
n; |u(tj , x$, xn)&c|=j , x$ # 0 $].
For given r>0 we shall construct, by taking $ small, an open set U in
0 with the properties
(i) H1 ($)"B(x^, r)/U;
(ii) the generalized evolution [D(t)]t0 [GS1, GS2] of the mean
curvature flow equation with the right angle boundary condition with
D(0)=U disappears in a finite time.
Once such U is constructed, we fix tj with tjT($) and observe that
H1 ($) & Wtj /U.
By comparison of generalized evolutions (derived from comparison
[GS1,GS2] of the level set equation as in [AAG]) we see
H1 ($) & [(x$, xn) # Rn; |u(t, x$, xn)&c|=j , x$ # 0 $]/D(t&tj)
for all ttj . Since D disappears in a finite time, in H1 ($)
|u(t, x$, xn)&c|>=j
for sufficiently large time t, say tT $. This contradicts the property that the
limit v takes the value c on H1 .
It remains to construct a set U satisfying (i)(ii). We may assume that
x^=0 and _1=0 by a translation. We consider an axisymmetric hypersurface
in Rn of form
St=[(x$, xn); R(t, xn)=|x$|].
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It is not difficult to see that St evolves by the mean curvature if and only
if R solves
Rt&
Rzz
1+R2z
+
n&2
R
=0 (3.13)
with z=xn ; see, e.g., [AAG]. We shall construct a solution R of form
R(t, z)=:t+\(z) with :>0. For a given :>0 and \0>0 let \ be a local
solution of
\z=(e2:\\2(n&2)e2:\0\2(n&2)0 &1)
12, \(0)=\0 (3.14)
near z=0. By the definition \ is even in z and \z>0 for z>0 as far as \(z)
is defined. Moreover \(z)Z as zZz0 for some z0>0. Rearranging (3.14)
yields
1+\2z
\2(n&2)
=e2:\c, c=e&2:\0 \&2(n&2)0 .
Taking a logarithm of both sides yields
1
2 log(1+\
2
z)=log \
n&2+:\+ 12 log c.
Differentiating in z gets
\zz\z
1+\2z
=
(n&2)\z
\
+:\z .
Since \z(z){0 for z{0, we see
R(t, z)=:t+\(z) (3.15)
solves (3.13) so that St evolves by the mean curvature. For a given
B(x^, r)(x^=0) we take \0=r2 and set
U=[(x$, xn) # 0 ; |x$|>R(0, xn), x$ # 0 $, xn # dom \],
where R is given by (3.15) and dom \ denotes the domain of definition of
\, which is a finite interval of form (&z0 , z0) as we observed from (3.14).
Clearly this U satisfies the property (i) by taking $ small. Let D(t) be the
generalized evolution of the mean curvature flow equation with the right
angle boundary condition in 0 with D(0)=U. Then, by comparison,
D(t)/[(x$, xn) # 0 ; |x$|>R(t, xn), x$ # 0 $, xn # dom \]=: U(t) ,
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since U(t) is a classical supersolution (in the sense that u(t, x)=|x$|&
R(t, xn) satisfies u&0 on 0 & U(t) and (1.1a) on U(t)) although St
does not satisfy the boundary condition. The right hand side becomes empty
in a finite time by the definition of R in (3.15) and boundedness of 0$. Thus
U fulfills the property (ii). This completes the proof.
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